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Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark MatterLe Zhang1, Javier Redondo2 and G�unter Sigl11 II. Institut f�ur theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee 149,D-22761 Hamburg, Germany2 Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron, Notkestra�e 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstrat. If dark matter deays into eletrons and positrons, it an a�et Galatiradio emissions and the loal osmi ray uxes. We propose a new, more generalanalysis of onstraints on dark matter. The onstraints an be obtained for anydeaying dark matter model by onvolving the spei� dark matter deay spetrumwith a response funtion. We derive this response funtion from full-sky radio surveysat 408 MHz, 1.42 GHz and 23 GHz, as well as from the positron ux reently reportedby PAMELA. We disuss the inuene of astrophysial unertainties on the responsefuntion, suh as from propagation and from the pro�les of the dark matter and theGalati magneti �eld. As an appliation, we �nd that some widely used dark matterdeay senarios an be ruled out under modest assumptions.PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 95.85.Bh, 98.70.V
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Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 21. IntrodutionThe existene of non-baryoni dark matter is supported by many astronomial andosmologial observations suh as rotation urves of galaxies, gravitational lensing,luster dynamis, large sale struture surveys and the osmi mirowave bakground(CMB) anisotropies [1℄. However, the nature of dark matter remains elusive afterdeades of researh - we only know that dark matter does not partiipate in theeletromagneti or strong interations and that it has behaved as a non-relativistiuid during the formation of the large sale struture of the universe.Many extensions of the Standard Model of partile physis generally predit newdynamis between the eletroweak and the Plank sales together with a number of newpartiles, sometimes with the required properties to be dark matter. If dark matteris omposed of these partiles, it an deay on osmologial time-sales or, in the asethat a onservation law forbids the deay, it an annihilate in pairs. Dark matter deaysor annihilations in our galaxy will produe eletromagneti radiation, anti-matter andosmi rays whih we an be observed at Earth and serve as the �rst hints of darkmatter non-gravitational interations, provided their uxes an be disentangled fromastrophysial bakgrounds.Suh indiret detetion of dark matter would not only provide us with a tangibleglimpse of the existene of partile physis beyond the Standard Model, but wouldalso allow a deeper understanding of struture formation. It may serve as a windowinto the early universe, probing times muh loser to the Big Bang than primordialnuleosynthesis. In addition, indiret signatures of dark matter an reveal its large saledistribution and may thus serve as a diagnosti for astrophysis. Finally, deaying orannihilating dark matter an even have interesting onsequenes for stellar evolution.In this paper we develop a general formalism to derive information and onstraintson deaying dark matter models. We fous on two observables, namely the osmipositron ux on Earth and the synhrotron radiation from eletrons and positrons in thegalati magneti �elds for both of whih exist detailed observational data. The positronux has reently been arefully measured by the PAMELA ollaboration [2, 3℄. For thesynhrotron radiation, our analysis is based on three full-sky maps at 408 MHz [4℄, 1.420GHz [5℄ and 22 GHz [6℄ the latter from WMAP.Usually, onstraints are derived in the literature for spei� dark matter senarioswith given deay or annihilation spetra and branhing ratios into �nal stateproduts. For a given dark matter senario one proeeds to ompute the di�usionof eletrons/positrons through the galaxy and the resulting synhrotron maps. Onean then ompare with observations and derive onstraints as in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄. Thismethod an be tedious if one is to use detailed propagation models, spei�ally wheninluding re-aeleration beause a numerial treatment is then mandatory, or if onehas to repeat many simulations to �t data or san a parameter spae.However, sine the propagation equation is linear in the eletron density, eahinjeted eletron energy evolves independently. Therefore, with a �nite number of



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 3numerial simulations at di�erent injeted energies we an onstrut a numerialresponse funtion of signal to bakground. These response funtions do depend onastrophysial parameters suh as the osmi ray propagation model and the dark matterhalo pro�le, but not on the mirosopi deay senario. Constraints an then be simplyobtained by requiring that the onvolution of the response funtions with a given darkmatter deay spetrum be smaller than unity. In this paper, we have developed our ownnumerial propagation ode to build suh response funtions and provide onstraints ondeaying dark matter. As a servie to the model-builder we also provide analyti �ts toour numerial response funtions.It should be noted that relatively large unertainties from the propagation of osmirays and the dark matter halo density pro�le ould make dark matter onstraintsrelatively unertain [12, 13℄. We therefore systematially investigate the modeldependene of our response funtions by taking into aount di�erent hoies forpropagation models and dark matter density pro�les as well as for the Galati magneti�eld.Reently, the PAMELA [2, 3℄ and ATIC [14℄ results show anomalously large uxes ofhigh energy positrons and eletrons and indiate the presene of previously unaountednearby soures. The results from the PAMELA anti-matter searh show a hard hangeof slope in the positron to eletron ratio in the range 10-100 GeV while at the same timethe observed anti-proton ux niely satis�es the expetations from being a seondaryprodut of interations of osmi rays with the intergalati medium. The ATICollaboration reported an interesting bump in the energy range from 300 to 800 GeVand a sharp uto� near � 500 GeV in the ux of eletrons plus positrons. However,more reent results from the FERMI/LAT experiment indiate at most a onsiderablysmaller exess [15℄ than the suggested by ATIC. In order to explain these features,muh disussion of the possible soures has ensued in the literature. Some onventionalastrophysis soures suh as a nearby pulsar [16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄ an explain the positron\exess" rather naturally. However, given the impat a disovery of dark matter wouldhave, muh disussion has been on dark matter annihilation or deay as the origin ofthe PAMELA and ATIC \anomalies", see for instane [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29℄and [30℄ for a model independent disussion. Appealing as they are, these senariosalso fae a number of potential hallenges. For instane, most dark matter modelsgenerate a softer spetrum in eletrons and positrons than the PAMELA and ATIC dataimply [31℄. In the dark matter annihilation ase, boost fators of 102� 103 are requiredto normalize the observed signals [24℄, but at the same time are in serious onitwith other observations suh as radio emissions [32℄, �rays and anti-protons [23, 12℄.We believe that our study an help the model builder in the quest for explaining thePAMELA positron uxes, or in providing omplementary bounds from the synhrotronradio maps.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2, we provide generalestimates of positron and radio signals indued by dark matter, and desribe ourmethod of response funtions. In Set. 3 and Set. 4 we present the response funtions



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 4resulting from the observed radio emissions, and from the ux of eletrons and positrons,respetively. In Set. 5 we apply our method to some onrete dark matter deaysenarios. A summary and disussion are given in Set. 6. In Appendix A we reviewthe astrophysial parameters inluding propagation models, halo pro�le and magneti�elds and their inuene on the distribution of eletrons and positrons. In Appendix Bwe provide analytial �ts to our response funtions that an easily be applied to anydark matter deay model the reader may wish to probe. We will use natural units inwhih  = 1 throughout.2. Propagation of eletron/positrons and Response FuntionsIn this setion we introdue response funtions whih desribe the e�ets of propagationon the eletron and positron uxes and on the resulting synhrotron uxes observableat Earth in terms of the injeted eletron or positron energy. To start, we give somesimple estimates of these uxes before embarking on a more detailed alulation of theresponse funtions.2.1. Estimate of the eletron-positron uxThe energy loss time of eletrons and positrons in a radiation �eld of energy density uis tloss(E) = � EdE=dt ' 6:5� 1015 �GeVE �� ueV m�3��1 s' 1016 �GeVE � s ; (1)where the latter expression is often assumed throughout the Galaxy [33℄. Theon�nement time due to di�usive propagation in the Galaxy is similar to the on�nementtime of hadroni osmi rays whih at GeV energies an be estimated from seondaryberyllium isotopes in the Galati osmi ray ux [34℄,tonf(E) ' 3� 107 y ' 1015 s : (2)This is onsistent with the di�usion time tdi�(E) ' h2=K(E) in a galati disk of height2h � 4 kp with the di�usion onstant [33℄K(E) ' 3� 1027� EGeV�0:6 m2 s�1 ; (3)whih yields tdi�(E) ' 3� 1015� h2 kp�2� E10GeV��0:6 s : (4)The e�etive lifetime of eletrons and positrons is thus �e(E) ' min [tloss(E); tdi�(E)℄.At E ' 10GeV this is, therefore, �e(10GeV) ' 1015 s.



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 5The di�erential ux of eletrons and positrons je(E) per energy interval from darkmatter of mass mX and lifetime �X whih produes on average Ye(E) eletrons andpositrons per deay and has a loal density �X an thus be estimated asE2je(E) ' E 04� �XmX Ye(E)�X �e(E) (5)' 7� 10�3 � �X0:3GeV m�3� �Ye(E)EmX � ��e(E)1015 s� �1026 s�X � GeV m�2 s�1 sr�1 :Here, Ye(E)(E=mX) � 1 depends on the partile physis of the deays and ould be oforder unity.The observed ux of eletrons and positrons at E ' 10GeV is [33, 35, 15℄E2jobse (E) ' 2� 10�3GeV m�2 s�1 sr�1 : (6)The gravitino dark matter model disussed in Ref. [36℄ was onstruted suh thatthe gravitino deays ould explain the EGRET exess, leading to mX ' 150GeV,�X ' 1026 s. Comparing Eq. (5) with Eq. (6) shows that the eletron-positron uxprodued by the deays an be omparable to or even exeed the loally observedeletron-positron ux. A more detailed numerial simulation is, therefore, alled for.Indiret e�ets suh as radio emission in the Galati magneti �eld, an giveomplementary onstraints sine they are sensitive not only to the loal eletron-positronux but also to the eletron-positron ux indued by dark matter deay in remote partsof the Galaxy whih is not diretly measurable. We, therefore, now turn to radiosignatures.2.2. Estimate of the radio uxThe power per frequeny interval emitted by an eletron or positron of energy E in amagneti �eld B, averaged over magneti �eld diretions, is given by [37℄P (�; E) = 2p3e3Bme x2�K4=3(x)K1=3(x)� 35(K24=3(x)�K21=3(x))� (7)where e and me are the eletron harge and mass, respetively, and we have abbreviatedx = �=(2�) where the ritial frequeny is�(E) = 34� eBme � Eme�2 = 966 � B6�G� � E100GeV�2 GHz : (8)For � >� 10MHz self-absorption is negligible and the emitted radio intensity J(�) inunits of power per frequeny interval along a given line of sight is then given byJ(�) = Z ds Z dEje(E)P (�; E) ; (9)where s is the distane along the line of sight. Inserting Eq. (7) with the approximation2x2f:::g � Æ(2x� 1:5) simpli�es Eq. (9) to�J(�) ' 3e7=24(� � 0:29)1=2 �1=2m5=2e Z dsB(s)3=2 �E2je(E)���E(�) ; (10)



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 6where the ritial energyE(�) = � 4�3 � 0:29m3ee �B�1=2 = 5:9� �1GHz�1=2� B6�G��1=2 GeV (11)is the inversion of Eq. (8). Assuming the magneti �eld approximately onstant out toa distane d, for example for about 10 kp towards the galati anti-enter, Eq. (10)an be quanti�ed as�J(�) ' 2:6�10�4 � �GHz�1=2 � d10 kp� � B6�G�3=2 �E2je(E)���E(�) :(12)Inserting now the estimate Eq. (5), we obtain�J(�) ' 2:9� 10�9 � �GHz�1=2 � d10 kp� � B6�G�3=2 (13)� �Ye(E)EmX � ��e(E)1015 s� �1026 s�X � erg m�2 s�1 sr�1 :This is omparable to or higher than the measured high Galati latitude radio ux,whih is of order 10�9 erg m�2 s�1 sr�1 at GHz frequenies. We now turn to moredetailed numerial alulations of the radio signatures and loal ux of positrons andeletrons.2.3. Response Funtion and ConstraintsThe propagation of positrons and/or eletrons in the Galati magneti �eld is usuallydesribed by a di�usion model. Under this approximation, the di�usion-loss equationfor the relevant partile density per unit of momentum interval n(r; p; t) an be writtenin the form �n�t �Dn = Q(r; p) (14)where the di�erential operator D isDn =r � (Dxxrn�Vn) + ��p �p2Dpp ��p np2�� ��p h _pn� p3(r �Vn)i : (15)Here, Dxx is the spatial di�usion oeÆient, V is the onvetion veloity, re-aeleration is desribed as the di�usion in momentum spae and is determined by theoeÆient Dpp, and _p � dp=dt is the momentum loss rate. Sine we are interested inrelativisti eletrons and positrons, we will use energy E and momentum p indistintlyand write n(r; E) in the following. Heneforth, we use n+ and n� for the positron andeletron density, respetively, and ne = n+ + n�. In the ase of CP onserving deaysone has n+ = n� = ne=2.The soure term for positrons/eletrons due to deaying dark matter partiles withmass m� and lifetime � is given byQ�(r; E0) = �X(r)mX�X dN�dE0 (16)



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 7where mX is the dark matter partile mass and �X its lifetime, �X(r) is the dark matterdensity pro�le in our Galaxy, and dN�=dE0 is the spetrum of positrons/eletrons perdark matter partile deay.Consider the stationary solutions nE0� (r; E) to the propagation equation formonohromati injetion of positrons or eletrons at E0, i.e. the Green's funtionsatisfying �D nE0� (r; E) = �X(r)mX�X Æ(E � E0) : (17)The solution of Eq. (15) for an arbitrary spetrum dN�=dE0 an then be written asn�(r; E) = Z dE0 nE0� (r; E)dN�dE0 : (18)The synhrotron ux arriving to the earth from a diretion 
 haraterized bygalati oordinates 
 = (�; �) has a ontribution for eah monohromati injetion E0given by Eq. (9)JE0(
; �) = 14� Z ds Z dE nE0e (r; E)P (�; E) : (19)For an arbitrary injetion spetrum dNe=dE0 the synhrotron ux at frequeny �is then obtained byJ(
; �) = Z dE0JE0(
; �)dNedE0 : (20)It is then onvenient to introdue the response funtions for positrons Fp(E;E0) and forsynhrotron emission Fr(
; �;E0) as the ratio of the numerially omputed nE0+ (E) andJE0(�; �; �), respetively, and the observed uxes asFp(E;E0) = nE0+ (rearth; E)nobs+ (E) � �X1026 s�� mX100GeV�Fr(
; �;E0) = JE0(
; �)Jobs(
; �) � �X1026 s�� mX100GeV� (21)These funtions depend neither on �X nor onmX and onstraints on a given dark matterdeay model an then be easily ast in the formZ mXme dE0 Fp(E;E0)dN+dE0 � � �X1026 s�� mX100GeV� ;Z mXme dE0 Fr(
; �;E0)dNedE0 � � �X1026 s�� mX100GeV� : (22)The desired response funtions an be omputed numerially by using the methodsof [39, 35℄. In order to do so, we have developed our own numerial ode. Details onour ode and omputations are desribed in Appendix A.Let us one more stress that our response funtions do not depend on the spei�deay spetrum, but still depend on the harateristis of the propagation model and thedark matter distribution. In this paper we use di�erent halo models, see Appendix A,always normalized suh that �(rearth) = 0:3 GeV m�3. For other normalizations�(rearth), our response funtions have to be multiplied by �(rearth)=0:3 GeV m�3.



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 8Finally, apart from the injetion energy E0, the synhrotron response funtionFr(
; �;E0) depends on the observed frequeny � and the diretion in the sky 
, whereasthe positron response funtion Fr(E;E0) depends on the observed positron energy E.In the latter ase, we use the PAMELA data to get our onstraints. It onsists of sevendi�erent energies so we an onstrut seven di�erent response funtions, see Setion 5.The synhrotron ase is more ompliated sine in priniple there are in�nite diretionsto look at, and the optimal diretion will depend on the injeted spetrum dNe=dE0 andthe observed frequeny. We disuss this ase in the next setion.3. Response Funtions for Radio SignalsIn this setion we ompute the radio emission indued by dark matter deay andestablish the response funtion by omparison with radio observations. As an be seenfrom Eq. (8), the radio frequenies relevant for our study are between 0.1 and a few 100GHz. Although the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) would dominate the radiosky at frequenies above ' 1 GHz, this signal an be removed from the foregroundbased on the sensitive multi-frequeny survey performed by the WMAP satellite. InFig. 1, we show the full sky surveys at the frequenies 408 MHz [4℄, 1.42 GHz [5℄, and23 GHz [6℄. We do not use the higher frequeny hannels (33 GHz, 41 GHz, 61 GHz,94 GHz) observed by WMAP, as they are onsiderably more noisy and less robust toforeground subtration than the lower frequeny bands. In addition, we smoothed allmaps to angular resolution of 1Æ.3.1. Observed Radio SkyBased on various global multi-frequeny model �ts, reently a publi ode has been madeavailable [40℄ whih allows to �t most of the radio survey observation in the range 10MHz-100 GHz to auray around 1%�10% depending on frequeny and sky region. Toobtain the strongest possible onstraints on radio emission due to dark matter deay,one would perform a pixel-by-pixel san over the whole sky and over all frequeniesbetween 0.1 MHz to 100 GHz. Most of the observed radio maps, however, have onlypartial sky overage. Although these unovered regions an be interpolated by globalmodel �ts, we want to rely on diret observations so we only use the 408 MHz, 1.42GHz and 23 GHz full sky survey maps for our study.Reently, an exess of mirowave emission in the inner 20Æ around the enter of ourGalaxy has been revealed inWMAP bands between 22 and 93 GHz, after a subtration ofthe free-free, dust and standard synhrotron emissions. This exess, dubbed as \WMAPhaze" [41, 42℄, is distributed with approximate radial symmetry and is unorrelated withthe known foregroundsz. The use of this haze map with subtrated \known" foregroundsz The origin of the haze is urrently a hot topi of debate. In priniple it ould be explained byonventionally astrophysial soures suh as pulsars [47℄ but an explanation in terms of dark matterannihilation has also been suggested [10, 43, 44℄.



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 9

Figure 1. Maps of the radio sky at frequenies 408 MHz, 1.42 GHz, and 23 GHz,from the top left and moving lokwise [4, 5, 6℄. The olor saling is the logarithm tothe base 10 of the ux in erg/s/m2/sr.ould further strengthen our onstraints on deaying dark matter easily by an order ofmagnitude as has been shown already in the ase of dark matter annihilation in [45℄.We have, in fat, also performed this analysis and found the same order of magnitudeimprovement in the onstraints than Ref. [45℄. In addition, the 22 GHz emission is likelydominated by spinning dust, as well as synhrotron and thermal dust emission. Thesynhrotron emission an be onstrained from its polarized emission [46℄. However, itshould be kept in mind that the astrophysial bakgrounds themselves depend to someextent on the not very well known galati magneti �eld and osmi ray propagationparameters. Therefore, in this paper we want to be onservative and stik to thereal observations so we do not present response funtions based on the haze maps orother bakground subtrations. The subtration of foregrounds will be improved byforthoming radio data from Plank and at low frequenies from LOFAR and, in a moredistant future, from SKA.3.2. Radio emission from dark matter eletronsIn Fig. 2 we show the radio emission from dark matter deay for the �ve propagationmodels of Tab. A1 and for the three halo density pro�les of Tab. A2. For the sake ofillustration, we adopted a dark matter of 100 GeV, a lifetime of 1026 s, and we use adeay spetrum dNe=dE = Æ(E�mX) suh that the total energy goes into one eletron.From our numerial alulation illustrated in Fig. 2, it is lear that the largestunertainty of synhrotron radiation omes from the propagation models. The averageradio ux an di�er by a fator of ten. For the MIN model, sine the height of the



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 10

Figure 2. Model dependene of radio signatures at 1.42 GHz indued by deays ofdark matter partiles with mX = 100GeV, �X = 1026 s, for an injetion spetrumdNe=dE = Æ(E�mX). Results for the �ve di�erent di�usion models of Tab. A1 (fromtop to bottom: MIN, MED, MAX, DC and DR) and for the three dark matter halopro�les of Tab. A2 (from left to right: Kramers, Isothermal and NFW) are shown. Theolor saling orresponds to the logarithm to the base 10 of the ux in erg/s/m2/sr.Note that the olor sale orresponds to the same ux range in all panels for onvenientomparison.di�usion zone is smallest, most of the radio emissions ours at low latitudes. In otherpropagation models the radio emission is more extended beause of the larger di�usionoeÆient and the larger sale height of the di�usion zone whih leads to more darkmatter deays ontributing.Compared to the di�usion models MIN, MED and MAX, the DC and DR modelsalways produe smaller signals over the whole di�usion zone. This is mostly due tothe larger di�usion oeÆient whih allows the eletrons to esape more easily from thedi�usion zone orresponding to fewer on�ned eletrons. Meanwhile, the power of re-aeleration, desribed by Dpp in Eq. (15), is also weaker sine it is inversely proportionalto the di�usion onstant (Dpp / D�1xx ), see Eq. (A.2). This implies that re-aeleration



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 11plays an important role in propagation models.We also study the variation of the synhrotron emission due to di�erent halo pro�les.In general, deaying dark matter with the NFW pro�le produes the largest averagedi�use radio signals due to the relatively steeper slope of the density distribution. Forthe other two pro�les the emissions are omparable with eah other. Sine the deayrate is only proportional to the density, unertainties from the halo pro�les do not alterthe resulting dark matter onstraints signi�antly. We do not take into aount anypossible small-sale struture of dark matter halos sine due to the linear saling ofinjetion rates with dark matter density it has muh smaller inuene on uxes than inannihilation senarios.3.3. Response FuntionsAssuming a propagation model and dark matter pro�le, the radio emission produed bydark matter deay an be obtained for any given deay spetrum. Then an exess mapan be alulated in omparison with observed radio maps, de�ned as the map of theratio of predited to observed radio ux in a given diretion. One an san the wholeexess map pixel by pixel until the largest exess is obtained. This pixel, therefore,orresponds to the optimal diretion for observation.Figure 3 shows several examples of these exess maps at the frequenies 408 MHz,1.42 GHz, and 23 GHz, respetively. For the sake of illustration, we assumed darkmatter partiles with mX = 100 GeV with an NFW halo pro�le and deaying into onemonohromati eletron or positron. The most important feature in Fig. 3 is that thebest diretions for dark matter onstraints do not point towards the Galati enterregion. Although the dark matter signal lose to the enter is always larger thanelsewhere, the observed bakground ux overompensates it. Moreover, the optimaldiretion is not the anti-enter where bakgrounds are the smallest. The optimaldiretions tend to be not far from the enter, and most of them onentrate in thesouthern hemisphere as many omplex omponents suh as giant moleular louds andthe north polar spur inhabit the northern hemisphere. The loation of the warmestolor whih indiates the largest exess not only depends on whih propagation modeland halo pro�le is assumed, but also depends on frequeny.For onstruting the response funtion, we have to perform di�erent simulationswith mono-energeti energy spetra at di�erent injeted energies E0. For eah of theresulting exess maps the optimal diretion for observation is slightly di�erent. Wedon't want to provide more than one response funtion per observed frequeny so wehave to �x one partiular diretion. In order to do so, we add up all the exess maps fordi�erent energies and searh for the optimal diretion. The seleted diretion is thenoptimized for a perfetly at spetrum whereas it may be a bad hoie for stronglypeaked or hard spetra. Fortunately, our alulations show that di�erent seletions forthe optimal diretions do not hange the response funtion dramatially, at most by afator of two in the worst senarios.
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Figure 3. Exess maps, i.e. ontours of predited to observed radio ux, fordeaying dark matter with mX = 100GeV, �X = 1026 s, and an injetion spetrumdNe=dE = Æ(E � mX). Results for the �ve di�erent di�usion models (from top tobottom) of Tab. A1 and for three survey maps at 408 MHz, 1.42 GHz and 23 GHz(from left to right) are shown. Note the logarithmi olor saling for the exess, wherewarmer olor indiates larger exesses.In Figure 4 we present our response funtions for the three synhrotron frequenies,showing the dependene on the propagation models and halo pro�les. The optimaldiretions are shown in the aption. As indiated before, the unertainty of the responsefuntion is dominated by the propagation model whereas the inuene of the dark matterhalo pro�le is small. This is beause the best diretion points far from the Galatienter, see Fig. 3, where the di�erent halo models onsidered are similar. On generalgrounds, if the optimal diretion is lose to the Galati enter, the exess emissionwill be more sensitive to the halo pro�le sine there the dark matter density is moreunertain in the absene of suÆiently high resolution numerial simulations.
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Figure 4. The model dependene of the response funtion based on radio emission,F Jr , is shown. The response funtion based on the observed radio sky at 408MHz, 1.42 GHz and 23 GHz (from left to right), respetively, are given. The red,green, blue, magenta and blak bands denote the MIN, MED, MAX, DC, and DRmodels of Tab. A1, respetively. The width of the bands represents the variationwithin the Kra, Iso and NFW halo pro�les of Tab. A2. The optimal diretionsare (�; �) = (291Æ;�13:9Æ); (291Æ;�13:9Æ); (233Æ; 25Æ) for the three onsidered radiofrequenies, respetively. Analytial �ts to these urves are presented in appendix B.As shown in Fig. 4, for the radio exess maps, the MAX propagation model alwaysgives the strongest onstraints. The DC and DR models, whih exhibit similar behavior,one learly sees an exponential ut o� at low injetion energies, whereas the responsefuntions for the MIN, MED and MAX models are dropping more slowly with dereasingenergy. This is not surprising sine, in the latter ase, re-aeleration shifts lower energyeletrons to higher energies. The drop at low energies in these models is strongestat the highest frequenies at whih re-aeleration of the orresponding higher energyeletrons is less eÆient. We note that in order to reprodue the observed B/C data,the re-aeleration zone in the MIN, MED and MAX models should be limited to aslab of height hrea ' 0:1 kp, omparable to the height of the gaseous disk. If the re-aeleration region would extend to the full height L of the di�usive region, the responsefuntion would be atter and its values would be higher by about a fator of 3 above afew tens of GeV.To illustrate these points we show in Fig. 5 eletron spetra in the galati disat 1 kp from the enter and 0.2 kp above the disk, for di�erent propagation modelsand injetion energies. When re-aeleration is inluded, we get a notieable bumpin the spetrum at a few GeV. Above these energies, the energy loss generated frominverse Compton sattering and synhrotron emission dominates over energy gain by re-aeleration, and below a few GeV, re-aeleration overompensates the energy losses.Thus a visible bump appears when the eletrons aumulate in an energy region wherere-aeleration and energy losses o�set eah other. It seems that the amplitude and theposition of the bump is independent of the injetion energy below a few GeV. The largeamount of eletrons and positrons aumulating in this bump region indue most of the



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 14radio signals around GHz frequenies. That is why the shape of the response funtiondrops more gradually in the lower energy region in the MIN, MED and MAX modelsompared to the exponential drop in the DC and DR models.In the DC model, due to the absene of re-aeleration, the energy spetra appearas a sawtooth shape as the number of propagated eletrons above the injetion energyhave a sharp uto�. Similarly, in the DR model, sine the eletrons and positrons annot gain enough energy from re-aeleration due to the larger di�usion parameter andthe smaller Alfven speed, see Eq. (A.2), the propagated energy spetrum above theinjetion energy tends to zero rapidly.Another interesting property of the response funtion is that it tends to fall at highenergies. This an be understood as follows: Higher energy eletrons either loose energymore quikly, or, if their energy loss length is still larger than the half height of thedi�usion zone, an propagate further and an thus esape from the di�usion zone morereadily. The di�usion length an be estimated as pDxx(E)tloss(E) � a few kp, andis omparable to the the thikness of the di�usion zone in the MIN and MED models.As a onsequene, in Fig. 5 for the MIN and MED models, the propagated spetrum isindeed smaller by fators of a few for the highest injetion energies. In the ase of theMAX model, the half height of the di�usion zone is onsiderably larger than the typialdi�usion sale so that the injetion energy has a weak impat on eletron spetrumbelow 100 GeV.We note that the hoie of the di�usion models and the injetion energy a�et theshape of the eletron spetrum signi�antly only below 100 GeV, where the inueneof the di�usion mehanism on eletron and positron propagation is still important. Forenergies above 100 GeV, energy loss dominates the eletron spetrum. The spetrumin this energy range thus should only depend on the ISRF and magneti �eld and notsigni�antly on the di�usion parameters, as is on�rmed by Fig. 5. The plots for theDC and DR models, for whih re-aeleration is insigni�ant, on�rm our qualitativeanalysis. For instane, for 10 TeV injetion, a at spetrum appears at energies above100 GeV, below whih the spetrum steadily drops due to eletron di�usion.The response funtion reahes its maximum around the ritial energy of Eq. (11)orresponding to the energy at whih eletrons emit photons of the onsidered frequeny� (namely about 5 GeV for 408 MHz, 9 GeV for 1.42 GHz and 20 GeV for 23 GHz, forslowly varying magneti �eld of � 5�G strength in the regions of interest).We also note that the response funtion for the DC and DR models tend to givestronger onstraints than the MIN senario for the 23 GHz map. Sine the thiknessof the di�usion zone in the MIN model is only 1 kp, there is no strong emission fromdiretions far from the Galati enter, similarly to Fig. 2. As a result, the optimaldiretion at 23 GHz points to high latitude.
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Figure 5. The eletron or positron spetra versus energy at r = 1kp, z = 0:2 kp inthe NFW halo model. The solid, dotted, short dash, long dash and dotted-short dashline represent an injetion energy of 1 GeV, 10 GeV, 100 GeV, 1 TeV and 10 TeV,respetively. Color keys are as in Fig. 4.4. Response Funtion for Positron FluxReently, PAMELA reported a relatively large positron fration in the eletron/positronux above 10 GeV [3℄. Possible explanations inlude as yet unknown nearbyastrophysial soures or the deay or annihilation of dark matter. However, deayingdark matter models an be onstrained by requiring the predited positron ux to besmaller than the observed one. This an again be expressed in terms of a responsefuntion along the lines of Se. 2.3. In order to onvert the positron fration givenby PAMELA data [3℄ into the positron ux, we multiply it with the latest e+e� uxobserved by the Fermi Telesope [15℄ and note that the parametrizations for the Galatieletron ux in Ref. [33, 35℄ is larger than the new Fermi data by a fator of about 1.5below about 30 GeV. Compared with the PAMELA data, the statistial errors of theFermi data is sub-dominant beause of the �ner energy binning and the smaller statistialerror of the ux. Therefore, for the statistial error of the positron ux we take intoaount only the statistial error of the PAMELA positron fration data. The Fermidata are well �t by a simple power law expression Je = 172:37E�3:04 s�1m�2sr�1GeV�1.The resulting \observed" positron ux is shown in Fig. 6. The strongest onstraints
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Figure 6. The positron ux observed at Earth as obtained by multiplying the e++e�ux observed by FERMI [15℄ with the positron fration measured by PAMELA [2, 3℄,see text.ome from the positron ux at the lowest energy where the statistial error is negligible.The response funtions based on the positron ux measured by PAMELA [3℄ areshown in Fig. 7. We only onsider the high energy region above 10 GeV where the solarwind has no signi�ant inuene. Compared to the synhrotron response funtionsthe positron response funtions are generally larger and, therefore, in general lead tostronger onstraints.We shall note however that this would not be the ase in CP-non-symmetri darkmatter deay models in whih the positron ux is suppressed with respet to the eletronux. In this situation one should note that synhrotron onstraints based only on theeletron density are stronger than those based on the loally observed eletron ux itself,sine the eletron ux is about ten times larger than the positron ux.Fig. 7 shows a prominent feature in the response funtion based on the PAMELAdata in omparison with the response funtion based on the radio emission: It dependsmostly on the di�usion model but little on the dark matter halo pro�le. This is beausehigh energy positrons mostly ome from nearby soures within � 1 kp where di�erenthalo pro�les yield very similar dark matter densities. Further, the onstraints are weaklya�eted by the magneti �eld sine energy losses are dominated by the bakgroundradiation �elds.In addition Fig. 7 shows that the response funtion uts o� below the energy atwhih the positron ux is observed in the DC and DR models where powerful re-
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Figure 7. The response funtion Fp(E) resulting from the observed positron uxgiven by PAMELA [3℄ for various energies at whih the positron ux was observed.The model dependene is also shown. The olor key is as in Fig. 4. Analytial �ts tothese urves are presented in appendix B.aeleration is absent, as one would expet sine eletrons essentially an only looseenergy in this situation. On the other hand, the response funtion tends to peak wherethe injetion energy approahes the observed energy. Above that energy the responsefuntion gradually falls o� due to the faster di�usion e�ets of higher energy positrons,similarly to the behavior of the radio based response funtion disussed before. TheMAX senario predits the largest loally observed positron ux sine the stronger re-aeleration in the MAX models shifts the predited peak of the energy spetrum to



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 18larger energies, similarly to Fig. 5. We should note that the amplitude of the bump inFig. 5 in the MAX model is somewhat lower than in the MIN and MED senarios dueto the larger di�usion parameter. However, sine this bump is shifted to larger energiesin the MAX model, the MAX senario still gives the strongest onstraint.5. Constraints on Dark Matter ModelsThe response funtions developed in the previous setions an provide interestingonstraints on any dark matter deay model. In this setion we disuss two simpleexamples that an be appliable to a number of realisti senarios.Let us �rst onsider an extremely simple ase, diret deay into andeletron/positron pair X ! e+e� with branhing ratio be. This will give onservativeonstraints for models that also allow deays into other fermion pairs suh as [48, 49℄.Moreover, it is ertainly the simplest senario that ould aount for the PAMELAexess [50, 30℄. The spetrum of injeted eletrons is then dN�=dE0 = beÆ(E0 �mX=2)and the onstraints from the radio and positron uxes are therefore�1026 s � 2be �100GeVmX �Fr(mX=2) ; �1026 s � be �100GeVmX �Fp(mX=2) : (23)These bounds are shown on the left panel of Fig. 8 for all the di�erent propagationmodels onsidered. We see that in general the positron data provide stronger onstraintson this partiular model than radio data, unless the dark matter mass is smaller thanthe PAMELA energy window i.e. mX < 11 GeV, and at the same time there is nostrong re-aeleration, as is the ase in the DC and DR propagation models.As a more realisti ase, we have onsidered the senario developed in Ref. [49℄.This framework involves an extra U(1) gauge symmetry under whih the standard model�elds have no harge, a hidden U(1). Despite being seluded, interations of this hiddensetor with the standard model partiles are realized through a tiny kineti mixing [51℄� with the hyperharge U(1)Y . In partiular, the hidden gauge boson A0 ouples to allhyperharged partiles with an additional suppression fator � whih an have extremelysmall values, f. [52, 53, 54, 55℄. If this hidden gauge boson aounts for the darkmatter and has a mass around � 200 GeV it an deay into lepton, quark and W -bosonpairs. Furthermore, if the A0 lifetime is of order 1026 se, the �rays and positronsresulting from the deay an explain the EGRET and PAMELA exesses. Convolvingour response funtions with the positron spetrum provided in [49℄ we �nd that, basedon the ontinuum omponent alone, this model an be ruled out in the MIN, MED andMAX propagation senarios due to the strong re-aeleration e�ets. The diret deayinto e+e�, has a branhing ratio ranging from 0.05 to 0.14 in the mass range 100 GeV� mA0 � 300 GeV and is diretly onstrained by the left panel of Fig. 8x.x This senario is somehow similar to the gravitino with R-parity violation desribed in [56, 57℄, whereasthe deay branhing ratio of hidden gauge boson to the W boson is highly suppressed ompared to thegravitino ase.
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Figure 8. Bounds on a deaying dark matter partile for the deay mode X ! e++e�(left panel) andX ! l+l�+invisible (right panel), see the text for details. The bound ison the lifetime of the dark matter partile divided by the branhing ratio of the relevantmode. The olor key for the propagation model is as in Fig. 4. Constraints from radioemission are dashed and from the PAMELA positron ux (with normalization givenby the newest FERMI data) are solid. Eah onstraint line is based on either thesynhrotron response funtion for the three frequenies (408 MHz, 1.420 GHz and 23GHz) or on positron response funtion for the 7 PAMELA energy bins.Let us now onsider the three body dark matter deay X ! l+ + l�+invisiblewhere l� are Standard Model leptons and invisible stands for a nearly massless fermion(mX � minv). This deay arises for instane in supersymmetri versions of the hiddenU(1) extension of the Standard Model outlined above, whih also inlude the hiddengaugino, the supersymmetri partner of the hidden gauge boson [58℄. As a onreteexample onsider the senario reently desribed in [59℄: Dark matter is made of bino-like neutralinos �01 whih are the lightest supersymmetri partiles of the StandardModel setor. The neutralino mass is taken to be around m�01 = 300 GeV whih givesthe orret reli dark matter abundane while the hidden gaugino ~X is supposed tobe a sub-dominant omponent of dark matter. If the hidden gaugino is lighter thanthe neutralino, the deay hannel �01 ! l+l� ~X is available, whereas the reverse proess~X ! l+l��01 an be realized in the opposite ase. These deays are mediated by heavysleptons. Sine squarks are usually heavier than sleptons, deays into quark pairs aresuppressed.In order to study bounds on this deay we fous onto the demorati ase, i.e. equalbranhing ratio for deaying into lepton pairs of the three di�erent families. We usedPYTHIA [60℄ to simulate the �nal eletron and positron deay spetra, and our responsefuntions to give the bounds shown in the right panel of Fig. 8. These deay hannels anbe also found in other ontexts like in [61℄ where a massive B-L gauge boson mediatesthe kineti mixing, in grand uni�ed theories [62, 63℄, or in general SUSY models with



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 20slightly broken R-parity with or without onsidering supergravity [64, 65, 66℄.6. ConlusionsIn our study we have omputed the predition for two important signatures fromdeaying dark matter, namely the synhrotron emission in our Galaxy and the positronux. In view of the reent experimental observations suh as the radio full sky surveysand the new PAMELA data, we have introdued useful response funtions that an beapplied to onstrain any interesting deay models. Robust onstraints an be obtained interms of onvolving the response funtion with the spei� deay spetrum into eletronsand positrons. Our results show that the resulting onstraints depend mostly on the setof propagation parameters rather than the halo pro�les and reveal re-aeleration as animportant ingredient.We have �nally applied our method to provide model independent onstraints ontwo widely disussed deay modes and studied the impliations for some more onreterealizations. In some ases, spei�ally when hoosing the propagation models withlargest re-aeleration parameters our methods rule out reently proposed deaying darkmatter models.We shall emphasize here that the methods showed in this paper an be used forother observables like gamma radiation, high energy neutrinos, et... and an be alsoused for the ase of annihilating dark matter.Dark matter deays or annihilations an also a�et the extragalati radiobakground. Compared with other astrophysial soures, dark matter ould lead todisriminable anisotropi features in our radio sky [67℄. Using future radio observationsuh as by SKA [68℄, possible signals of dark matter annihilation or deay ould bedisovered. In addition, new onstraints ould result from the �ray ux observationsby the Fermi Telesope [69℄. Moreover, deay would also a�et the expansion history ofthe Universe beause of the hange of the equation of state[70, 71℄, and potentially leavean imprint on the Universe. Considering the heating and ionization e�ets on baryonigas during the dark age [72, 73, 74℄, future 21 m observation [75, 76, 77℄ ould disovervisible evidene for dark matter deay or annihilations.AknowledgementsThe authors want to warmly thank Christoph Weniger for fruitful onversations and hishelp with PYTHIA. This work was supported by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft(SFB 676 \Partiles, Strings and the Early Universe: The Struture of Matterand Spae-Time and GRK 602 \Future Developments in Partile Physis") and theEuropean Union under the ILIAS projet (ontrat No. RII3-CT-2004-506222).Appendix A. Numerial Solution of the Propagation Equation



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 21In order to solve the di�usion equation for monohromati injetion of eletrons, requiredfor our response funtions, we have developed our own numerial ode. The mainfeatures are the same as in the GALPROP ode [39℄. We disretize the parameterspae (r; p; t) using ylindrial oordinates for the position in the galaxy r = (r; z). Thedi�usion zone is on�ned to be a at ylinder with radius rmax and height 2L. Thenumber of bins used for the simulations in this paper is 60 in r and z and 80 in p (thislast one in logarithmi sale).Neumann boundary onditions are imposed at the origin (r = 0, p = 0) sine thereis no net ux aross these interfaes. In this point our ode di�ers from GALPROP,sine there no boundary onditions in p are used. Our ode should then provide moreaurate solutions at very low energies.We impose Dirihlet boundary onditions at the external surfae of the di�usionzone by setting the eletron/positron density to zero there. However, eletrons are alsoprodued outside the di�usion zone and some of them propagate into this region again.Beause of this, the number of eletrons in the stationary solution (within the di�usionzone) would be in reality a bit higher than our numerial results. In order to quantifythis e�et, a more onsistent boundary ondition is investigated Appendix A.3.The stationary solution is looked for by using the Crank-Niholson impliit updatingsheme. The time intervals start with 108 year and are dereased to re�ne the solutionup to a minimum of 102 years. We have ross-heked our results using GALPROP ina number of relevant examples and found the agreement satisfatory .In the rest of this appendix we provide details on the parameters entering thedi�usion-onvetion-loss Eq. (15) that we use to ompute the response funtions.Appendix A.1. Di�usion, Convetion, and Re-aelerationThe di�usion term reets the spatial propagation of osmi rays through the tangledGalati magneti �elds. The di�usion oeÆient Dxx(r; p) is assumed to be onstantwithin the slab onsidered and is desribed by using a rigidity dependent funtion,Dxx = �D0� RGV�Æ (A.1)where � = v= is the veloity and R is the rigidity of the partile de�ned by R = p=Zein terms of momentum p and eletri harge Ze. The normalizationD0 and the spetralindex Æ an be determined from Boron-to-Carbon ratio data [78℄.For ase of re-aeleration the momentum di�usion oeÆient Dpp is related to thespatial di�usion oeÆient Dxx using the formula given in Ref. [79℄,Dpp = 4p2v2A3Æ(4� Æ2)(4� Æ)wDxx ; (A.2)where vA is the Alfven speed, and w is the ratio of magnetohydrodynami wave energydensity to the magneti �eld energy density, whih haraterizes the level of turbulene.We take w = 1 (sine it an be subsumed in vA). The re-aeleration term Eq. (A.2) isrestrited to a slab of sale height hrea whih is in general assoiated with the gaseous



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 22Model Æx D0 R L V dV=dz Va hrea[kp2/Myr℄ [kp℄ [kp℄ [km/s℄ km/s/kp [km/s℄ [kp℄MIN 0.85/0.85 0.0016 20 1 13.5 0 22.4 0.1MED 0.70/0.70 0.0112 20 4 12 0 52.9 0.1MAX 0.46/0.46 0.0765 20 15 5 0 117.6 0.1DC 0/0.55 0.0829 30 4 0 6 0 4DR 0.34/0.34 0.1823 30 4 0 0 32 4Table A1. Typial ombinations of di�usion parameters that are onsistent with theB/C analysis. The �rst three propagation models orrespond respetively to minimal,medium and maximal primary antiproton uxes, abbreviated by MIN, MED, andMAX, respetively. In the DC model, the seondary e�, p and �p uxes �t the datawell, and the DR model an easily reprodue the energy dependene of the B/C data.disk and, therefore, smaller than the sale height of the di�usive region [80℄, see Tab. A1below.The onvetion veloity V is assumed to be ylindrially symmetri and to pointin the z-diretion perpendiular to the Galati plane. The divergene of this veloitygives rise to an energy loss term onneted with the adiabati expansion of osmi rays.The energy loss term _p is due to interations of the osmi rays with the interstellarmedium (ISM), interstellar radiation �eld (ISRF) and synhrotron radiation in theGalati magneti �eld. The ionization, Coulomb interations, bremsstrahlung, andinverse Compton losses are also taken into aount [39℄ and play an important role inase of re-aeleration.The largest unertainties in the predited uxes ome from poorly knownpropagation parameters, in partiular the possibility of re-aeleration of produedeletrons and positrons. The orresponding unertainty an reah one order ofmagnitude. We list in Tab. A1 �ve di�erent ombinations of propagation parameters forthe models MIN, MED, MAX, DC and DR proposed in Ref. [39, 81, 82, 80℄, whih areompatible with the observed B/C ratio. In the present paper, we will not study ertainmore extreme propagation models suh as the ones disussed in Refs. [83, 84, 85℄ whihonsider relatively large onvetion terms and anisotropi di�usion with oeÆients thatare di�erent for the radial and the ylindrial diretions. We leave the study of suhmodels to future work.Appendix A.2. Dark matter halo pro�leIn the galati enter the radiation density is u ' 10 eV m�3, thus the di�usion lengthwith di�usion oeÆient Eq. (3) during an energy loss time Eq. (1) isddi� ' 0:45 (R=GeV) �0:2 kp ; (A.3)whih at a distane of ' 8:5 kp from the Galati enter orresponds to an apparentangle �di� ' 3:1Æ (R=GeV) �0:2 : (A.4)



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 23model � �  r0(kp)Kra 2 3 0.4 10Iso 2 2 0 3.5NFW 1 3 1 20Table A2. Some of widely used dark matter halo density pro�les used in the presentstudy.This is smaller, but not muh smaller than the o�-set from the Galati enter of thetypial sky diretions we use to establish the onstraint Eq. (22) from radio emission.We, therefore, expet a moderate dependene of the radio emission based onstraints onany possible spikes onentrated at the Galati enter. On the other hand, dark matterpro�les normalized to the dark matter density at the solar system di�er signi�antly at' 1 kp from the Galati enter. Some dependene on the dark matter pro�le an thusnot be avoided.In this work, we will adopt three spherially symmetri density pro�les for the darkmatter distribution. Reent N-body simulations suggest that a radially symmetri darkmatter halo pro�le an be parametrized by [1℄�X(r) = �0(r=r0)[1 + (r=r0)�℄(��)=� : (A.5)In Tab. A2, we give the values of the parameters (�; �; ) for some of most widely usedpro�les suh as the Kra [86℄, NFW [87℄ and Iso [88℄ pro�les. The onstant �0 an benormalized to the dark matter density of 0:3 GeV=m3 at the loal solar system (r = 8:5kp).Appendix A.3. Boundary onditionsIn solving Eq. (15), traditionally, ones imposed the Dirihlet boundary onditionne(r; z = �L) = 0, ne(r = rmax; z) = 0, at whih the partiles an freely esape.However, eletrons and positrons are also produed by deays outside the di�usion zonein the Galati halo. In this environment, they an propagate along straight lines sineinverse ultra-relativisti inverse Compton sattering on low energy photons is boostedin the extreme forward diretion. Furthermore, sine u ' 1 eV m�3 and beomeseventually dominated by the CMB far above the Galati plane, aording to Eq. (1)the energy loss length is >� 100 kp up to TeV energies. Thus, energy loss an benegleted on halo sales. At ylindrial distane r from the Galati enter, the totalux from the halo into the di�usion zone at its boundary at z = �L is given byje(E; �)halo ' 14� 1mX�X dNedE (E) (A.6)� Z �=20 d� os � sin � Z 2�0 d� Z 10 ds �X �pr2 + L2 + l2 + 2s(r sin � sin�+ L os �)� ;where the dark matter pro�le �X(r) is assumed to be spherially symmetri.
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Figure A1. The dependene of eletron density at Earth on boundary onditionsin the MIN propagation model, for injetion of one eletron of 500 GeV energy. Thered line refers to the Robin boundary ondition Eq. (A.7), and the green one to theDirihlet ondition.In Eq. (A.6), the integration is performed over the hemisphere above or below thedi�usion zone where the ux from a given diretion is a line of sight integral over s.Continuity of the ux at the di�usive halo boundary then requiresjDzz(E; r;�L) �zne(E; r;�L)j = 04 ne(E; r;�L)� je(E; r)halo ; (A.7)where ne(E; r; z) is the loal eletron plus positron density per unit energy whosedistribution is simulated in the propagation ode. Eq. (A.7) then determines theboundary ondition for the numerial simulation of the eletron-positron distribution.Although we use this third type boundary ondition at z = �L instead of the Dirihletboundary ondition, the Dirihlet boundary ondition turns out to be a very goodapproximation sine most deays our within 1 kp from the Galati enter. Forexample, in the MIN model, onsidering the halo ontribution, the radio signals wouldinrease by only 10% in Fig. A1, and in other propagation models with a larger di�usionzone the enhanement is negligible, as one would expet.Appendix A.4. Magneti Field and Photon Energy DensityVarious tehniques have been applied to the determination of the Galati magneti�eld. Detailed analysis of the rotation measures and dispersion of pulsar emission hasbeen arried out [89, 90℄. The work presented in Ref. [91℄ whih is based on the large-sale data set on starlight polarization [92℄ with nearly 7000 stars show that the loal
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Figure A2. The IRAS energy density as funtion of r at z = 0 and as funtion of zat � = 0. The ontributions from stellar radiation, magneti �eld from Eq. (A.9) andfrom Eq. (A.8) as well as from the CMB are shown from top to bottom on the leftside.�eld is parallel to the Galati plane and follows the loal spiral arms. A smoothGalati magneti �eld is also onsistent with the onlusions of Ref. [91℄ and an beparametrized asB(r; z) = 6 e(�r=20kp)e�jzj=5kp �G: (A.8)Random utuations are not inluded in the model. In order to quantify the inueneof unertainties of the Galati magneti �eld on dark matter onstraints, a seondmagneti �eld model is also onsidered, whih is parametrized byB(r; z) = 5 e(�(r�8:5kp)=10kp)e�jzj=2kp �G; (A.9)The value of these parameters are adjusted to math the 408 MHz synhrotrondistribution [93℄.The magneti �eld pro�le lose to the Galati Centre is quite unertain and ouldbe onsiderably higher than a few �G [94℄. However, this would further redue thedi�usion angle Eq. (A.4) and is thus unlikely to have a signi�ant inuene on theradio onstraints sine the disussion in Set. 3.3 will show that the maximum exess ofpredited over observed signal does not our within � 5Æ of the Galati enter.The ISRF distribution an be derived based on the IRAS and COBE infra-red dataas well as by using information on the stellar luminosity funtion. In the present workwe use the model distributed with the GALPROP ode [93℄. In this model, the ISRFenergy density is about 10 eV=m3 near the enter and 5 eV=m3 at the solar position.In Fig. A2 we show the spatial distribution of photon energy density inluding CMBand magneti �eld. For the eletrons and positrons with energy above 1 GeV, inverse



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 26DC �1 �2 �3N(�102) 7:8 12 94E� 3:2 5:7 23Æ 0:28 0:21 0:17 DR �1 �2 �3N(�102) 4:7 8:4 68E� 2:75 5:11 22:4Æ 0:20 0:14 0:08MAX �1 �2 �3N1(�103) 25 8:2 0:14Æ1 0:58 0:56 0:51N2(�102) 19 24 74Æ2 0:04 0:02 0E0 6:59 10:3 31:2x 2:27 2:43 3:94
MED �1 �2 �329 11 0:110:68 0:68 0:6723 25 860:15 0:12 0:0510:5 12:4 302:4 2:5 4:5

MIN �1 �2 �318 11 0:40:2 0:2 0:210 14 830:28 0:29 0:294:5 8:5 312:6 2:3 3:7Table B1. Values of the parameters in the �ts Eq. (B.1) to the synhrotron responsefuntion for the di�erent propagation models, assuming an NFW dark matter pro�le.The three frequenies �1;2;3 are 408 MHz, 1:42GHz and 23GHz, respetively.Compton sattering dominates eletron energy loss sine the stellar energy density urad isalways muh larger than the magneti �eld energy density uB. Sine the synhrotron andinverse Compton proesses have similar energy loss rates, the ooling time of eletronsand positrons therefore are almost independent of the magneti �eld. In other words,at very high energies where the di�usion length beomes large ompared to the energyloss length, the number density of eletrons and positrons is approximately determinedby the strength of the interstellar radiation �eld only.Appendix B. Response Funtion FitsAppendix B.1. Response Funtion for Radio SignalsThe response funtions for di�erent halo models are very similar and in �rstapproximation proportional to eah other. For that reason, we will onsider mostlythe NFW halo in the following. The response funtions for other halos are the samewithin roughly 10% .For the NFW pro�le the synhrotron response funtions Fr(E0) as a funtion ofeletron injetion energy E0 in GeV an be �tted with the following expressionsFr(E0) = Ne�(E�=E0)3E�Æ0 (DC;DR) (B.1)Fr(E0) = N1EÆ10 e�(E�=E0)x +N2E�Æ20 (1� e�(E0=E�)x) (MIN;MED;MAX) ;where the �tting parameters are given in Tab. B1.



Galati Signatures of Deaying Dark Matter 27Table B2. Values of the parameters in the �ts Eq. (B.2) to the positron responsefuntion for the di�erent propagation models and observation energies, assuming anNFW dark matter pro�le.DC 10:17 13:11 17:52 24:02 35:01 53:52 82:55N1 7:5 9:1 9:9 8:9 9:3 7:7 4:1Æ1 0:71 0:38 0:45 0:28 0:35 0:44 0:27N2 2:1 3:2 5:6 7:8 14: 21: 26:Æ2 0:19 0:19 0:19 0:18 0:18 0:16 0:14DR 10:17 13:11 17:52 24:02 35:01 53:52 82:55l1 15: 16: 19: 22: 26: 32: 39:w 1:8 1:5 1:3 1:1 0:85 0:73 0:63N2 1:6 2:4 4:3 6:2 11: 16: 19:Æ2 0:13 0:12 0:12 0:12 0:11 0:09 0:059N3 120: 130: 5500: 4100: 27000: 6:6� 106 670000:Æ3 0:8 0:65 1:6 1:4 1:6 2:7 1:9MIN 10:17 13:11 17:52 24:02 35:01 53:52 82:55N1(�103) 31 7:5 1:2 0:13 10�3 10�5 10�10Æ1 0:59 0:57 0:56 0:54 0:53 0:52 0:52N2 8:6 9:9 13: 13: 18: 20: 23:Æ2 0:024 0:016 0:0083 0 0 0 0E0 12: 17: 23: 32: 45: 60: 93:x 5:2 5:2 6:3 6:7 8:4 11: 12:MED 10:17 13:11 17:52 24:02 35:01 53:52 82:55N1(�103) 29 4:8 0:36 0:022 10�4 10�7 10�10Æ1 0:65 0:64 0:64 0:63 0:62 0:61 0:61N2 9:3 11: 14: 14: 18: 18: 19:Æ2 0:11 0:1 0:087 0:071 0:051 0:022 0E0 12: 17: 22: 31: 43: 57: 89:x 6: 6: 7:9 8:3 11: 14: 16:MAX 10:17 13:11 17:52 24:02 35:01 53:52 82:55N1(�103) 180 37 3:5 0:22 10�3 10�6 10�9Æ1 0:29 0:29 0:29 0:29 0:29 0:29 0:29N2 11: 14: 21: 25: 36: 45: 33:Æ2 0:32 0:33 0:33 0:32 0:31 0:29 0:2E0 11: 17: 22: 31: 43: 57: 88:x 4:5 4:7 6:7 7:4 10: 14: 16:
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